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The dynamic collective properties of the liquid Li0.7-Mg0.3 alloy are studied by molecular-dynamics simu-
lation. The dynamic structure factors and longitudinal current correlations at wave vectors between the hydro-
dynamic and kinetic regime (0.2,k,4 Å21) are analyzed. In order to discuss the influence of the mass
difference between particles on the longitudinal modes, the same alloy, except that the mass of the heavy atoms
was increased by a factor of 10, was simulated. The resulting properties are compared with those of the
ordinary Li0.7-Mg0.3 alloy. It is shown that at wave vectors prior to the hydrodynamic region both fast and slow
longitudinal modes of kinetic character propagate through light and heavy particles, respectively. In the hy-
drodynamic limit fast and slow modes merge into a single acoustic mode. It is corroborated that fast propa-
gating modes in disparate mass liquid mixtures have a kinetic character. The number-number and
concentration-concentration time correlation functions were also determined. The former shows a behavior
analogous to that of the corresponding function in one-component liquids. The second reflects the existence of
propagating concentration modes.I. INTRODUCTION
Molecular-dynamics ~MD! simulation is a powerful tool
to investigate the dynamic collective properties of liq-
uids. MD is particularly useful to analyze these properties
at intermediate wave vectors and frequencies, i.e., the same
k-v region that may be explored in neutron-scattering ex-
periments. Recently, MD simulation has been extensively
applied to the study of both the structure and the dynamic
properties of liquid metals whereas liquid alloys have re-
ceived less attention, especially in the case of dynamic col-
lective properties. Since the pioneer MD simulation of Na-K
liquid alloy1 the majority of studies have been centered on
the alloy Li4Pb. In a MD simulation of this system Bosse
et al.2 observed the existence of high-frequency peaks in the
partial Li-Li dynamic structure factors at rather large wave
vectors. These peaks were associated with longitudinal
modes that propagate through light particles with a velocity
much higher than that of the ordinary sound ~the so-called
‘‘fast sound’’!. In recent years this topic has been the subject
of controversy. High-frequency modes were detected by
neutron-scattering experiments in Li4Pb and Li4Tl alloys3,4
as well as in binary rare-gas fluid mixtures by both neutron
scattering5 and MD simulation.6,7 In addition, the existence
of high-frequency modes beyond the hydrodynamic regime
in disparate mass binary mixtures was predicted by kinetic
theory.8 Recent MD calculations have suggested that fast
modes propagating through the light particles have a nonhy-
drodynamic ~kinetic! character and they are accompanied by
slow modes involving the heavy particles.9,10
One of the objectives of the present study is to analyze the
dynamic collective properties of liquid Li-Mg at wave vec-
tors and frequencies between the hydrodynamic and kinetic
regions. This system may be considered as representative of
simple ‘‘ideal’’ alloys since it does show neither the ionic
character of Li-Pb ~Ref. 11! nor the tendency to phase sepa-
ration of Li-Na.12 In particular, we have simulated the
Li0.7Mg0.3 alloy. To our knowledge there is no experimentalPRB 620163-1829/2000/62~17!/11428~9!/$15.00information or MD results on the dynamic collective proper-
ties of this alloy. The study will be based on the MD results
obtained with an interatomic potential that reproduces the
main structural features of Li-Mg alloys.13 Another objective
is to investigate the relationship between the differences in
the atomic masses of the species in the mixture and the ex-
istence of fast and slow propagating longitudinal modes as
well as the character of these modes. For this purpose we
have also simulated the Li0.7Mg0.3* alloy, which is identical to
Li0.7Mg0.3 except that the mass of the Mg atoms was in-
creased by a factor of 10 ~they will be termed Mg*!. Then,
the mass ratio in this system (mMg*/mLi535) is similar to
that in the Li-Pb alloy (mPb /mLi’30).
II. COMPUTER SIMULATION DETAILS
MD simulations of the Li0.7Mg0.3 alloy at T5887 K and
r54.07131022 Å23 were carried out. The system was
made up of 570 particles enclosed in a cubic box with ordi-
nary periodic boundary conditions. Effective interatomic pair
potentials obtained according to the neutral pseudoatom
method14 were used. These potentials, which are free of ad-
justable parameters, describe accurately the structure of liq-
uid Li,15,16 Li-Na, and Li-Mg,13 and were successfully ap-
plied to the MD study of the dynamic collective properties of
liquid Li ~Ref. 16! and Li-Na.17
The partial intermediate scattering functions @Fi j(k ,t); j
51,2; j51,2; 1[Li, 2[Mg# as well as the partial longitu-
dinal current correlation functions @CL
i j(k ,t)# were calculated
during the MD simulation runs according to the usual
definitions.18,19 These properties were determined for 26
wave vectors ranging from k50.26 Å21 to k53.97 Å21,
compatible with the periodic boundary conditions. The
frequency-dependent spectra @Si j(k ,v),CLi j(k ,v)# were ob-
tained by Fourier transforming the corresponding time-
dependent correlation functions. We have also analyzed the
number density-concentration correlation functions, defined
as2011 428 ©2000 The American Physical Society
PRB 62 11 429LONGITUDINAL COLLECTIVE MODES IN SIMPLE . . .FNN~k ,t ![x1F11~k ,t !1x2F22~k ,t !12~x1x2!1/2F12~k ,t !,
FNC~k ,t ![x1x2@F11~k ,t !2F22~k ,t !1~x22x1!
3~x1x2!
21/2F12~k ,t !# ,
FCC~k ,t ![x1x2@x2F11~k ,t !1x1F22~k ,t !
22~x1x2!1/2F12~k ,t !# , ~1!
where x1 and x2 are the molar fractions of species 1 and 2,
respectively. Analogous definitions were used for the other
correlation functions and corresponding spectra. It should be
noted that the NN correlations represent the averaged behav-
ior of the system and in the limiting case of a mixture of two
identical species they are identical to the correlation func-
tions directly calculated for the pure liquid.
We also performed MD simulations of the same system at
the same temperature and atomic density but assuming that
the atomic mass of the heavier atoms (2[Mg*) is ten times
larger than that of magnesium (mMg*510mMg). The inter-
action potentials, MD procedure, and calculated properties
were the same as for Li0.7-Mg0.3. However, the k-dependent
properties for Li0.7Mg0.3* were only obtained up to k
51.48 Å21 and special attention was paid to the results at
low wave vectors. So, an additional MD simulation using
6000 particles allowed us to determine the collective proper-
ties down to k50.12 Å21. We checked that properties for
very similar wave vectors in the low-k region obtained from
MD simulations with either 570 or 6000 particles were in
good agreement.
FIG. 1. Partial intermediate scattering functions for the
Li0.7Mg0.3 ~lines! and Li0.7Mg0.3* ~dots! alloys.III. DYNAMIC STRUCTURE FACTORS
A. Li0.7Mg0.3 system
Figure 1 shows the partial intermediate scattering func-
tions @Fi j(k ,t)# obtained for two representative wave vectors
in the low-k region. F12(k ,t) is negative and the three func-
tions go monotonically to zero, showing slower decays as k
decreases. The long-time behavior of the Fi j(k ,t) functions
should be reflected in the Rayleigh peaks at v50 of the
corresponding dynamic structure factors @Si j(k ,v)# . In the
hydrodynamic limit, the Rayleigh peak of the dynamic struc-
ture factor @S(k ,v)# for pure liquids represents a nonpropa-
gating thermal mode.18 In these systems the collective mass
currents are zero21 and the decay of the F(k ,t)’s at low k’s
are quite fast @see, for example, the F(k ,t)’s for liquid Li
~Ref. 16!#. However, the Rayleigh peak in binary liquids is
related to both heat conduction and diffusion as well as to
coupling effects.21,22 This should be the origin of the large
discrepancies between Fi j(k ,t) and F(k ,t) at low k’s. The
slow decays of the former should then be mainly associated
with diffusion effects.
The FNC(k ,t) and FCC(k ,t) correlation functions at low
k’s show persistent long-time decays analogous to those of
the Fi j(k ,t)’s. Nevertheless, the FNN(k ,t)’s are one order of
magnitude lower than the Fi j(k ,t)’s and decrease much
faster with time @see Figs. 1 and 2~a!#. This should be attrib-
uted to large cancellations between the three partial functions
since F12(k ,t) is of similar magnitude but opposite sign than
F11(k ,t) and F22(k ,t). The behavior of FNN(k ,t) is similar
to that of F(k ,t) for pure liquids. FNN(k ,t) at k
FIG. 2. Number-number intermediate scattering functions ~a!
and dynamic structure factors ~b! for the Li0.7Mg0.3 alloy.
11 430 PRB 62N. ANENTO AND J. A. PADRO´50.26 Å21 shows marked oscillations which become more
damped at smaller k’s being practically reduced to a single
peak at k50.74 Å21 @Fig. 2~a!#. This is in agreement with
the oscillating FNN(k ,t) functions found for the K-Cs alloy
at low k’s.23 Unlike the partial Fi j(k ,t)’s, FNN(k ,t) goes to
zero at rather short times and SNN(k ,v) could be reliably
calculated. The SNN(k ,v)’s at the lowest k’s explored in this
study show a clear Rayleigh-Brillouin structure similar to
that of S(k ,v) for pure liquids near the hydrodynamic
regime.18,19 As k increases, the SNN(k ,v) Brillouin peak be-
comes more poorly resolved and for wave vectors between
k’0.4 Å21 and k’1.5 Å21 only remnant shoulders are no-
ticed @Fig. 2~b!#. No significant peaks or shoulders can be
observed for k higher than ’1.5 Å21 ~Fig. 3!.
SNN(k ,v) at k50.26 Å21 show a marked Brillouin peak
at vB’8.1 ps21 @Fig. 2~b!# that may be associated with
propagating acoustic modes through the mixture. The veloc-
ity of propagation of these modes can be calculated accord-
ing to the relation cs5vB /k . Thus, the estimated value of
the adiabatic sound velocity in Li0.7Mg0.3 is cs
LiMg’3.1
3103 m s21. To our knowledge this velocity has not been
experimentally determined. We can compare our result with
that from an earlier MD simulation of liquid Li at similar
conditions ~T5843 K and r54.16231022 Å23! and also
using an effective potential obtained by the neutral pseudoa-
tom method. The cs value obtained in one such MD study,16
cs
Li54.33103 m s21, is in good agreement with the experi-
mental value. If one assumes that in the hydrodynamic limit
the mixture is equivalent to a pure liquid made up of par-
ticles with an average atomic mass mLi-Mg50.7mLi
10.3mMg and uses a simple mass scaling law,23 one obtains:
cs
LiMg’cs
Li (mLi/mLi-Mg)1/253.23103 m s21. This value
is very close to that estimated from vB in SNN(k ,v) at k
50.26 Å21.
The calculation of the three partial dynamic structure fac-
tors Si j(k ,v) can provide interesting information on the mi-
croscopic mechanisms of propagating longitudinal modes.
So, for example, it was suggested that the peaks displayed by
S11(k ,v) in Li4Pb can be associated with propagating fast
modes supported by the light particles alone.2 However, the
low-k Si j(k ,v) factors for Li0.7Mg0.3 can hardly be obtained
due to the slow decays of the Fi j(k ,t)’s. Since the influence
on FNN(k ,t) @and therefore on SNN(k ,v)# of the long-time
part of the Fi j(k ,t)’s is very weak we tried to remove it.
According to viscoelastic theory, which was successfully ap-
plied to Li-Na alloy,17 the long-time decay of Fi j(k ,t) may
be approximately represented by an exponential function.
Thus, we defined
F2
i j ~k ,t !5Fi j~k ,t !2Ai j exp~2a i jt !, ~2!
where Ai j and a i j are k-dependent constants that were deter-
mined by fitting Ai j exp(2aijt) to the long-time part of
Fi j(k ,t) for a given k. We checked that the values of the
resulting constants were quite close to those directly calcu-
lated according to the viscoelastic approximation. As ex-
pected, the new F2
i j (k ,t) function keeps both the oscillatory
and the fast-decaying components of Fi j(k ,t) whereas the
slow-decaying component is practically absent. These
F2
i j (k ,t) functions were Fourier transformed to obtain thecorresponding S2
i j (k ,v)’s. It is interesting to observe that
both S2
11(k ,v) and S222(k ,v) as well as SNN(k ,v) for k
50.26 Å21 show pronounced peaks at very similar frequen-
cies ~Fig. 3!. This behavior should be typical of the partial
dynamic structure factors in the hydrodynamic region, i.e.,
for a given k, the characteristic frequency of the two species
in the mixture is the same and corresponds to the propagat-
ing sound mode. Nevertheless, there are no indications of
any noticeable peak or shoulder in the S2
22(k ,v) functions
beyond k’0.4 Å21. This shows that the high-frequency
shoulders of the SNN(k ,v)’s in this k region should be asso-
ciated only with the light particles ~see the results for k
51.04 Å21 in Fig. 3!, which is consistent with the earlier
results for liquid Li4Pb.2,9
Beginning from k’2 Å21, the cross F12(k ,t) function
increases with k and becomes positive at k’2.2 Å21. At k
52.44 Å21 the three Fi j(k ,t) functions show their maxi-
mum initial values and SNN(k ,v) has a narrow peak at v
50 that becomes lower and broader for neighboring values
of k ~either smaller or larger! ~Fig. 4!. This behavior, which
is analogous to that of S(k ,v) for pure liquids at wave-
lengths corresponding to the maximum of the static structure
factor ~de Gennes narrowing!,18,19 should be attributed to the
strong spatial correlations at k52.44 Å21. It should be
pointed out that the three partial static structure factors
Si j(k), and then SNN(k), for Li0.7Mg0.3 have their first peaks
located at very similar wave vectors (k’2.4 Å21). This is
consistent with the rather small differences in the ‘‘structural
characteristics’’ ~atomic size, interatomic potentials! of the
two species in this mixture.13
FIG. 3. Corrected partial dynamic structure factors S2
11(k ,v)
and S2
22(k ,v) ~as defined in the text! and number-number dynamic
structure factors SNN(k ,v) for the Li0.7Mg0.3 alloy.
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study, F12(k ,t) is very small at all times. Moreover, the
F11(k ,t) and F22(k ,t) functions are very close to the corre-
sponding self-intermediate scattering functions Fs
1(k ,t) and
Fs
2(k ,t), respectively ~Fig. 5!. It may also be observed that
the functions in this figure have a Gaussian profile. These
findings indicate that beyond k’4 Å21 the dynamical be-
havior of distinct particles are highly uncorrelated and prop-
erties of the system are very close to those in the genuine
kinetic regime ~free particle limit!.
FIG. 4. Partial intermediate scattering functions ~a! and number-
number dynamic structure factor at different wave vectors ~b! for
the Li0.7Mg0.3 alloy.
FIG. 5. Partial intermediate scattering functions ~lines! and self-
intermediate scattering functions ~squares and circles! for the
Li0.7Mg0.3 alloy.B. Li0.7Mg0.3* system
The main trends of the partial Fi j(k ,t) functions for
Li0.7Mg0.3* are similar to those for Li0.7Mg0.3 ~Fig. 1!. The
most significant discrepancy is that Fi j(k ,t) for the former
system shows more persistent time decays than for the sec-
ond, especially in the case of F22(k ,t), which is consistent
with the bigger mass of Mg*. Nevertheless, the F11(k ,t)
functions for Li0.7Mg0.3* are markedly different from those for
Li4Pb. For Li4Pb they show small initial values and quite fast
oscillatory decays while their S11(k ,v) spectra present no-
ticeable Brillouin peaks that reveals the existence of high-
frequency modes.2,9 On the contrary, the F11(k ,t) functions
for Li0.7Mg0.3* show initial values one order of magnitude
higher and much more slower decays than for Li4Pb. Then,
possible oscillations in F11(k ,t) and corresponding S11(k ,v)
peaks remain unseen. These findings prove that the large
discrepancies between the Fi j(k ,t)’s for both Li0.3Mg0.3 and
Li0.7Mg0.3* with regard to those for Li4Pb cannot be attributed
only to the differences between the atomic masses of species
in the mixtures.
As with Li0.7Mg0.3, the slow long-time decays of the three
Fi j(k ,t) partials for Li0.7Mg0.3* are largely cancelled when
FNN(k ,t) is calculated. At small k’s, FNN(k ,t) show oscilla-
tions ~smoother than for Li0.7Mg0.3! which become a shoul-
der ~less pronounced than for Li0.7Mg0.3! at intermediate k’s
@Figs. 6~a! and 2~a!#. This behavior is clearly reflected in the
corresponding SNN(k ,v) spectra. As seen in Figs. 6~b! and
2~b!, the SNN(k ,v) Brillouin peak for Li0.7Mg0.3* at k
50.26 Å21 is less pronounced and shifted towards lower
frequencies than that for Li0.7Mg0.3 while the shoulder at k
50.74 Å21 for the former system is less visible than for the
second. We also calculated the S2
11(k ,v) and S222(k ,v) func-
tions at low k’s for Li0.7Mg0.3* by using Eq. ~2!. Unlike for
Li0.7Mg0.3, the frequency of the S2
11(k ,v) and S222(k ,v)
peaks are still different at the lowest wave vectors explored
in this work. Although the frequencies corresponding to light
and heavy particles become closer as k decreases they remain
different down to wave vectors much lower than in the case
of Li0.7Mg0.3 ~Fig. 7!. This should be associated with the
larger difference of masses of the two species in Li0.7Mg0.3* .
Results in Fig. 7 also corroborate that the peaks and shoul-
ders in the SNN(k ,v) functions must be mainly associated
with the majority Li particles. As in the case of Li0.7Mg0.3,
the sound velocity in Li0.7Mg0.3* has been estimated by two
routes. On the one hand, according to the scaling law:24
cs
LiMg*’cs
Li(mLi /mLiMg*)1/251.33103 m s21. On the other
hand, through the frequency of the Brillouin peak of
SNN(k ,v) at k50.26 Å21, vNN’3.6 ps21. Thus, csLiMg*
’1.43103 m s21, which is consistent with the value ob-
tained through the scaling law.
IV. LONGITUDINAL CURRENTS
A. Li0.7Mg0.3 system
Other properties usually employed to analyze the longitu-
dinal collective modes in liquids are the longitudinal current
11 432 PRB 62N. ANENTO AND J. A. PADRO´correlation functions CL(k ,t). The corresponding spectra
CL(k ,v) is related to the dynamic structure factor by15,17
CL~k ,v!5v2S~k ,v!. ~3!
According to this relation the Rayleigh component in S(k ,v)
does not show up in CL(k ,v) whereas the high-frequency
part of S(k ,v) is enhanced. Besides CL(k ,v) has a visible
peak at any k. At very low k’s the frequency of this peak is
the same as that of the Brillouin peak in S(k ,v) whereas at
higher k’s the frequency of the Brillouin peak, if visible, is
somewhat lower.24 The partial CL
i j(k ,t) functions were deter-
mined during the simulations while the CL
NN(k ,t) functions
and corresponding spectra @CL
i j(k ,v),CLNN(k ,v)# were cal-
culated later. The contributions of both CL
22(k ,v) and
CL
12(k ,v) to CLNN(k ,v) are rather small for all k’s. This
shows that CL
NN(k ,v) is largely dominated by correlations of
the majority light particles ~Fig. 8!. CLNN(k ,v) for k
50.26 Å21 shows a maximum at a frequency (vLNN
’10.2 ps21) similar but slightly higher than that of the
SNN(k ,v) Brillouin peak. Hence, as with pure liquids, the
sound velocity defined through CL
NN(k ,v) is somewhat
greater than that through SNN(k ,v). The longitudinal disper-
sion relations vL
NN(k), vL11(k), and vL22(k) corresponding to
CL
NN(k ,v), CL11(k ,v), and CL22(k ,v), respectively, are de-
picted in Fig. 9. vL
NN(k) shows the same features as vL1(k)
for pure Li at similar temperature and density.16 So, both
vL
NN(k) and vL1(k) have an initial linear increase followed
by a maximum at k’1.3 Å21 and a deep minimum at k
’2.4 Å21 that corresponds to the de Gennes narrowing.
FIG. 6. Number-number intermediate scattering functions ~a!
and dynamic structure factors ~b! for the Li0.7Mg0.3* alloy.Consistently with the S2
i j (k ,v) findings, the three partial
CL
i j(k ,v) functions for k50.26 Å21 have a maximum at the
same frequency as CL
NN(k ,v) ~Fig. 8!. This corroborates the
hydrodynamic like behavior of light and heavy particles at
this k. For higher wave vectors, the frequencies of the
CL
11(k ,v) maxima increases with k whereas the frequencies
of CL
22(k ,v) maxima are significantly lower and remain al-
most independent of k beyond k’0.6 Å21(vL22’20 ps21). It
should be pointed out that the vL
11(k) and vLNN(k) values are
almost identical up to k’1.5 Å21 and also very similar to
the vL
1(k) values for pure Li. The marked differences be-
tween the frequencies for Li and Mg atoms suggest that their
motions are largely uncorrelated at intermediate wavelengths
still far from the kinetic region. The vL
11(k) function displays
a noticeable minimum at k52.44 Å21 that should be associ-
ated with the de Gennes narrowing. We want to emphasize
that for this wave vector vL
11(k) is quite close to vL22(k),
while vL
NN(k) coincides with vL22(k) despite the fact that Li
atoms are in the majority in the mixture. These findings show
that dynamic collective properties are strongly influenced by
the marked spatial correlations at wavelengths corresponding
to the maxima of the partial static structure factors.
It is also interesting to investigate the possible existence
of propagating concentration modes in simple liquid mix-
tures. Jacucci and McDonald1 did not find evidence of any
propagating concentration fluctuation in their former study of
the Na-K alloy whereas Jacucci et al.25 found side peaks in
SCC(k ,v) for Li4 Pb at the same frequencies as in S11(k ,v).
The absence of noticeable concentration modes in Na-K may
be attributed to the dominance of the diffusive contributions
to the intermediate scattering functions and dynamic struc-
FIG. 7. Corrected partial dynamic structure factors S2
11(k ,v)
and S2
22(k ,v) ~as defined in the text! and number-number dynamic
structure factors SNN(k ,v) for the Li0.7Mg0.3* alloy.
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also dominant in FCC(k ,t) and FNC(k ,t) for Li0.7Mg0.3.
However, since these contributions have little influence on
the longitudinal currents, we have analyzed the CL
NN(k ,v),
CL
CC(k ,v), and CLNC(k ,v) functions defined according to
Eq. ~1!. In all cases, CL
CC(k ,v) and CLNC(k ,v) are much
smaller than CL
NN(k ,v) while CLNC(k ,v) is larger than
CL
CC(k ,v). The differences between CLNN(k ,v) and
CL
CC(k ,v) increase as k approaches zero. The resulting
CL
CC(k ,v) and CLNC(k ,v) functions for several representa-
tive wave vectors are compared with CL
NN(k ,v) in Fig. 10.
For the sake of clarity CL
CC(k ,v) and CLNC(k ,v) have been
FIG. 8. Partials and number-number longitudinal current spectra
for the Li0.7Mg0.3 alloy.
FIG. 9. Dispersion relations of the partials @vL11(k),vL22(k)# ,
number-number @vL
NN(k)# and concentration-concentration
@vL
CC(k)# longitudinal modes for the Li0.7Mg0.3 alloy.multiplied by suitable factors. CL
CC(k ,v) shows either one or
two peaks that may be associated with propagating concen-
tration modes. At low k ~‘‘hydrodynamic region’’!
CL
CC(k ,v) shows only a peak at a frequency higher than that
of the CL
NN(k ,v) peak ~see the results for k50.26 Å21 in
Fig. 10!. For wave vectors higher than k’0.4 Å21 two
maxima are clearly visible in CL
CC(k ,v), one at a frequency
similar though slightly higher than that in CL
NN(k ,v), an-
other at a frequency similar though slightly lower than that in
CL
22(k ,v) ~see the results for k50.52 Å21 in Fig. 10!. It may
be noticed in Fig. 10 the importance of the NC cross corre-
lations, which could be related to the existence of peaks ~or
shoulders! at similar frequencies in CL
NN(k ,v) and
CL
CC(k ,v) for intermediate k’s.
The dispersion relations corresponding to the CL
CC(k ,v)
peaks are illustrated in Fig. 9. It should be pointed out that
for k higher than k’0.8 Å21 the high-frequency maxima
become smooth shoulders and only the low-frequency peaks
could be plotted in Fig. 9. Beyond k’2 Å21, the CC modes
are very damped and CL
CC(k ,v) shows a broad maximum
~Fig. 10! at frequencies intermediate between those of
CL
11(k ,v) and CL22(k ,v). The positions of these CLCC(k ,v)
peaks are not well defined, which leads to rather large uncer-
tainties of the results for this k-region displayed in Fig. 9.
Moreover, the frequencies of the fast concentration modes
tend to a finite value as k goes to zero, which is a character-
istic trend of kinetic modes. This corroborates that peaks in
CL
11(k ,v) for intermediate k’s, at the same frequencies as
those in CL
NN(k ,v) and CLCC(k ,v), have no acoustic charac-
ter but should be considered fast kinetic propagating modes.
The low-frequency concentration modes at the same frequen-
FIG. 10. Number-concentration longitudinal current spectra for
the Li0.7Mg0.3 alloy. For the sake of clarity the CL
NC(k ,v) and
CL
CC(k ,v) functions have been multiplied by suitable factors as
indicated in the figure.
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22(k ,v) cannot be observed in the hydrodynamic
region, which suggests that these slow propagating modes
also have a kinetic character.
B. Li0.7Mg0.3* system
The CL
NN(k ,v)’s for Li0.7Mg0.3* have single maxima at
frequencies decreasing with k that are very close to those of
the corresponding CL
11(k ,v) ~Fig. 11!. We want to empha-
size the existence of a second maximum ~or a shoulder! for
wave vectors lower than k’0.3 Å21 that becomes more
marked as k decreases @Fig. 11~c!#. Although its frequency is
lower than that of the ‘‘ordinary’’ peak and very close to that
of CL
22(k ,v), the second peak in CLNN(k ,v) should be mainly
attributed to CL
11(k ,v) @see Fig. 11~b!#. Moreover, the fre-
quency of this peak ~or shoulder! agrees with that in
S2
11(k ,v) ~Fig. 3!. The high-frequency peak is hardly visible
FIG. 11. Number-number and partials longitudinal current spec-
tra for the Li0.7Mg0.3* alloy.in S2
11(k ,v) but, according to Eq. ~3!, it is noticeably en-
hanced in CL
11(k ,v). These findings suggest that during the
transition to the hydrodynamic regime CL
11(k ,v) for mix-
tures of disparate mass particles is the superposition of two
functions with peaks at different frequencies.
The resulting CL
NN(k ,v), CLNC(k ,v), and CLCC(k ,v) at
two representative wave vectors are depicted in Fig. 12. At
very low k’s CL
CC(k ,v) shows a high-frequency peak
whereas the second peak at lower frequency in CL
NN(k ,v)
and CL
11(k ,v) is not visible in this function. However, for k
higher than ’0.7 Å21 two maxima may be observed in
CL
CC(k ,v). As with Li0.7Mg0.3 the two frequencies of
CL
CC(k ,v) for a given k are very close to those of CL11(k ,v)
and CL
22(k ,v), respectively ~Fig. 13!. Moreover, the high-
frequency concentration modes go to a finite value as k goes
to zero whereas the low-frequency concentration modes can
only be noticed at k’s quite far from the genuine hydrody-
namic region. This confirms that the peaks of the CL
CC(k ,v)
functions should be associated with either slow or fast propa-
gating kinetic modes. The NC cross correlations are also im-
portant in Li0.7Mg0.3* ~Fig. 12!.
The dispersion relations vL
11(k) and vL22(k) are compared
with vL
NN(k) and vLCC(k) in Fig. 13. For the sake of clarity
the low frequencies in CL
11(k ,v) for k lower than ’0.3 Å21
are not displayed in this figure. The frequencies correspond-
ing to Mg* in Li0.7Mg0.3* are markedly lower than those for
Mg in Li0.7Mg0.3, as corresponds to the larger difference be-
tween their atomic masses ~Figs. 9 and 13!. The comparison
of the results for identical Li particles in different systems is
FIG. 12. Number-concentration longitudinal current spectra for
the Li0.7Mg0.3* alloy. The CL
NC(k ,v) and CLCC(k ,v) functions have
been multiplied by suitable factors as indicated in the figure.
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vL
11(k) is almost the same for both Li0.7Mg0.3* and Li0.7Mg0.3
@vL
11(k) for Li0.7Mg0.3 has been also plotted in Fig. 13# and
also very close to vL
1(k) for pure Li.16 This shows that fre-
quencies corresponding to the light particles are independent
of the environment down to rather low wave vectors. More-
over, vL
11(k) and vLNN(k) for Li0.7-Mg0.3* do not go to zero
with k, which corroborate the kinetic character attributed to
these modes. These findings are consistent with the conclu-
sions of Ferna´ndez-Perea et al.,9 which associated the high-
frequency longitudinal modes in Li4Pb ~already predicted by
kinetic theory8! with short-lived out-of-phase motions of
light atoms.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The results obtained in this MD study show that, in gen-
eral, the Fi j(k ,t) functions for simple binary liquids have
greater initial values and slower time decays than the F(k ,t)
functions for pure liquids. This should be associated with the
dominance of diffusion terms which hide the oscillatory con-
tributions to Fi j(k ,t) and corresponding peaks in Si j(k ,v).
The main features of the Fi j(k ,t) and Si j(k ,v) functions are
similar for Li0.7Mg0.3 and Li0.7Mg0.3* . This confirms that the
existence of clearly visible peaks in S11(k ,v) for Li4Pb can-
not be related only to the large ratio between atomic masses
but also to other special features of this system, such as the
very different size of the Li and Pb particles or the strong
deviations from ideal mixing due to the ionic character of
this alloy.
The behavior of the FNN(k ,t) functions is analogous to
that of F(k ,t) for pure liquids, showing much lower values
than the Fi j(k ,t)’s and clear oscillations at low k’s, which
are reflected in SNN(k ,v) peaks or shoulders. This is the
result of large cancellations between the three Fi j(k ,t) func-
tions when FNN(k ,t) is calculated. Moreover, the de Gennes
narrowing typical of one component liquids may be also ob-
FIG. 13. Dispersion relations of the partials @vL
11(k),vL22(k)# ,
number-number @vL
NN(k)# , and concentration-concentration
@vL
CC(k)# longitudinal modes for the Li0.7Mg0.3* alloy. Crosses de-
pict vL
11(k) for the Li0.7Mg0.3 alloy.served in liquid mixtures. The marked static correlations be-
tween particles at the wavelength characteristic of the struc-
ture of the system have a strong influence on the dynamic
collective particles. So, in the case of Li0.7Mg0.3 the differ-
ences between vL
11 and vL
22 are noticeably reduced and vL
NN
becomes almost coincident with vL
22 as k approaches ’2.44
Å21 ~the wave vector corresponding to the maximum of the
static structure factors!.
A general trend of liquid binary mixtures at wave vectors
prior to the hydrodynamic region is the existence of both fast
and slow propagating longitudinal modes, which are associ-
ated with light and heavy particles, respectively. The high
v11 and low v22 frequencies corresponding to these modes
cannot generally be observed in the partial Si j(k ,v) func-
tions ~except in special systems such as Li4Pb! but they can
be seen if the diffusive contributions are mostly removed by
considering the CL
i j(k ,v) or the S2i j (k ,v) functions. The fre-
quencies corresponding to the CL
NN(k ,v) peaks are very
close to those for the majority light particles. These frequen-
cies are practically independent of the environment down to
rather low wave vectors. So, there is a noticeably coinci-
dence between vL
11(k) for Li0.7Mg0.3* and for Li0.7Mg0.3 as
well as with vL
1(k) for pure Li. Noticeable maxima have also
been found in the concentration CL
CC(k ,v) spectra. In most
cases these functions show two peaks for a given k at fre-
quencies close to v11 and v22, respectively. Our results sug-
gest that both fast and slow propagating modes have a ki-
netic character, analogous to that of optical modes in ionic
solids or molten salts.
In the hydrodynamic limit the high (v11,vNN) and low-
(v22) frequency modes merge into a single acoustic mode.
The larger the difference is between the masses of particles
in the mixture the lower is the wave number required to
reach the hydrodynamic regime. It will be more ‘‘difficult’’
for light particles to oscillate with the same frequency as
heavy particles ~as they should in the hydrodynamic limit!
when there is a large discrepancy between their ‘‘natural’’
frequencies. Although in disparate mass liquid mixtures the
high and low frequencies are very different, the transition of
CL
11(k ,v) to the hydrodynamic regime is not sharp. So, two
peaks may be observed in the CL
11(k ,v) functions for wave
vectors approaching the hydrodynamic region. As k de-
creases the high-frequency peak decreases while the low-
frequency peak increases ~the former should disappear at k
equal zero!. These findings suggest that CL
11(k ,v) is com-
posed of two functions with peaks at different frequencies
such that in mixtures of nondisparate mass particles, say
Li0.7Mg0.3, they are so close that they cannot be distin-
guished.
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